#2773 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 1032, Palm Beach to Judging Pretender Babylon, (lxxiv), Repeat of Unsealing #421 as a
prelude to the understanding of the Lord confounding the Builders of Babel in Iraq

#421 Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel – The Rise and the Removal of the Latter
Day Genesis 11:6-7 Restrainer and Confounder, part 1, The Restrainer
In Unsealing #415 Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel – The Earth of One Speech: The
Rise and Fall of the Soviet Union and “Making the World Safe for Democracy”, it was
mentioned that the Lord designed history to unfold so that both (1) the World War I Rise of the
Soviet Union during the presidency of Woodrow Wilson, and (2) the Cold War Fall of the
Soviet Union – tied to the presidency of Ronald Wilson Reagan – would be closely connected to
the historical theme of “Making the World Safe for Democracy.” Woodrow Wilson’s attempt to
“Make the World Safe for Democracy” was forestalled because of Russia’s turn from its
democratic Provisional Government to Bolshevik Communism, and couldn’t become a
possibility until the Soviet Union fell.
Key Understanding: The Soviet Union was the ‘restrainer’.
The role of the 7th Head Red Beast Soviet Union was that of
a “Restrainer” to the 8th Head Scarlet Beast United States’
attempt to “Make the World Safe for Democracy.” The
word restrainer is used because of the use of the word
restrained in Genesis 11:6 (KJV). The Soviet Union arose
as a modern-day ‘Genesis 11:6 Restrainer’ to restrain the
potential building of “One World, One People” through
the “One Speech” of “World Peace through Democracy.”
Genesis 11:1, 5-6 (KJV) And THE WHOLE EARTH WAS
OF ONE LANGUAGE, and ONE SPEECH.
5 And the LORD came down to see the city and the tower,
which the children of men builded.
6 And the LORD said, Behold, THE PEOPLE IS ONE, and
they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and
now NOTHING WILL BE RESTRAINED FROM THEM,
which they have IMAGINED to do.

The Restrainer

[Important Point concerning the Restrainer: Another reason
in addition to Genesis 11:6 why the term the Restrainer is
used to define the role of the Soviet Union is because the
description of the Restrainer is also seen in 2 Thessalonians
2:7. The New American Standard version uses the words “he
who now restrains.”]
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2 Thessalonians 2:7 (KJV) For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now
letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way.
2 Thessalonians 2:7 (NIV) For the secret power of lawlessness is already at work; but the
one who now holds it back will continue to do so till he is taken out of the way.
2 Thessalonians 2:7 (NAS) For the mystery of lawlessness is already at work; only he who
now restrains will do so until he is taken out of the way.
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